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SUMMERY 

 

Geomechanics is the science of studying the behavior of underground rocks when they are subjected to external 

applied forces. The importance of studying the geomechanics behavior of bore hole rocks is; to predict bore hole 

wall conditions causing rock failure (bore hole instability) during drilling, to predict conditions causing well bore 

rock failure during production operations (sand production) and to give information about rock failure needed for 

well and reservoir intervention operations (hydraulic fracturing, IOR and EOR projects, reservoir pressure 

maintenance).  

The investigation of these geomechanical problems requires the evaluation of the petrophysical, elastic and 

dynamic mechanical rock data. This data can be obtained from both wire line logging and core analysis. Therefore, 

the geomechanical rock data is essential for the success of the design of the above-mentioned drilling, reservoir 

and production intervention operations. If these problems were solved by using proper geomechanical techniques, 

time, cost and safety hazards will be minimized.  

Consequentially, this training workshop is proposed to follow three different approaches: 

1. Explain the methods and techniques for determining the rock mechanical data, from laboratory tests and 

from open hole well log records, needed for the construction of the one-dimensional (1D) geomechanical earth 

model (MEM). 

2. Explain the methodology for construction the 1D geomechanical model using the calibrated rock 

mechanical properties, rock strengths and the in-situ rock stresses.  

3. Provide the techniques for the development and solution of the 1D geomechanical model for the three 

above mentioned field operations (drilling, production and reservoir intervention applications) 
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